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Glossary
The number in parentheses at the end of each
definition gives the page where each term is
introduced in the text. Some terms have multiple
page numbers listed because they have different
applications in different lessons. Most terms,
including those that you define in investigations,
include either a visual representation or a
reference to a related definition that includes a
visual representation.

A

adjacent leg (of an acute angle in a right triangle)
L

 is the side
JK
adjacent to  J.
J

K

The side of the angle that is not the
hypotenuse. (640)
adjacent sides See consecutive sides.

abscissa The x-coordinate in an ordered pair
(x, y), measuring horizontal distance from the
y-axis on a coordinate plane. (672)

alternate exterior angles
1
1 and 2 are
alternate exterior
angles.

absolute value A number’s distance from zero
on the number line. (679)
2

acute angle
ABC is an acute angle.
B

C

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (49)

A pair of angles, formed by a transversal
intersecting two lines, that do not lie between the
two lines and are on opposite sides of the
transversal. (128)

Glossary

A

alternate interior angles

acute triangle
A

1 and 2 are
alternate interior
angles.

1
If A, B, and C are acute angles,
 ABC is an acute triangle.

B

2

C

You define this term in the Investigation
Triangles. (60)
adjacent angles

A pair of angles, formed by a transversal
intersecting two lines, that lie between the two lines
and are on opposite sides of the transversal. (128)
altitude (of a cone, pyramid, or triangle)

2

1 and 2 are adjacent angles.

Two non-overlapping angles with a common
vertex and one common side. (43)
adjacent interior angle The angle of a polygon
that forms a linear pair with a given exterior angle
of a polygon. See remote interior angles. (217)

A

A

1

B

D


AD is an
altitude
of  ABC.
C

D

B

C

A perpendicular segment from a vertex to the
base or to the line or plane containing the base.
See cone, pyramid, and triangle. (156)
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altitude (of a parallelogram, trapezoid, prism, or
cylinder)
B

F

C

 and FG
 are
CE
altitudes of ABCD.
A

G

D

angle of depression The angle formed by a
horizontal line and the line of sight of a viewer
looking down. See angle of elevation. (647)
angle of elevation
Horizontal
Angle of depression

E

A perpendicular segment from a base to the
parallel base or to the line or plane containing
the parallel base. See cylinder, parallelogram,
prism, and trapezoid. (424)

B

Angle of elevation
Horizontal

A

angle
T
TAP is an angle.

Sides

Vertex

The angle formed by a horizontal line and the
line of sight of a viewer looking up. (647)
angle of rotation

A

P

Two noncollinear rays having a common
endpoint. (38)

Glossary

angle (of a polygon) An angle having two adjacent
sides of the polygon as its sides. See polygon. (54)
angle addition A property that states if D is in the
interior of CAB, then mCAD  mDAB 
mCAB. (73)
angle bisector
B

C

D


CD is the angle bisector of BCA.

A

A ray that has its endpoint at the vertex of the
angle and that divides the angle into two
congruent angles. (40)

The image has been rotated
by the angle of rotation.
Angle of
rotation

The angle between a point and its image under a
rotation, with its vertex at the center of the
rotation and sides that go through the point and
its image. (369)
angular velocity (of an object moving around a
circle) The rate of change, with respect to time,
of the measure of the arc between an object and
its starting position. (352)
annulus
The shaded region between
the circles is an annulus.

angle bisector (of a triangle)
Q


 is an angle
RS
bisector of PQR.

S

P

R

A segment that lies on an angle bisector and that
has one endpoint at the vertex and the other on
the opposite side of the triangle. (159)
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The region between two concentric circles of
unequal radius. (453)
antecedent The first or “if ” clause of a
conditional statement. (679)
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antiprism

arithmetic sequence A pattern in which each
term is generated by adding a constant to the
previous term. (580)
assume To accept as true without facts or proof.
(59)

A polyhedron with two parallel, congruent bases
and triangular lateral faces. (543)

auxiliary line
E

C
1 2 3

apothem (of a regular polygon)
A

A
B

E


OP is the apothem
of ABCDE.

O

P

C

D

A perpendicular segment from the center of the
polygon’s circumscribed circle to a side of the
polygon. Also, the length of that segment. (442)
arc


AB is an arc.

Two points on a circle and the continuous part of
the circle between them. (71)
arc length The portion of the circumference of
the circle described by an arc, measured in units
of length. (349)
arc measure
B

B

An extra line or line segment drawn in a figure to
help with a proof. (201)
axis (of a cone or cylinder) The line segment
connecting the center of the base to the vertex or
center of the other base. See cone and cylinder. (523)

B
base (of a polygon) A side of the polygon used for
reference to determine an altitude or other feature.
See parallelogram, trapezoid, and triangle.
(61, 269, 423)
base (of a solid) A polygon or circle used for
reference to determine an altitude or other feature
of the solid, or to classify the solid. See cone,
cylinder, prism, and pyramid. (461, 522, 523)
base angles (of an isosceles triangle) The two
angles opposite the two congruent sides. See
isosceles triangle. (61)



mBC = 45°
45°

5

Glossary

B

A

4


EC is an auxiliary line
that helps prove that
m2 ⫹ m4 ⫹ m5
equals 180°.

C
The measure of
arc BC is 45°.

base angles (of a trapezoid) A pair of angles
with a base of the trapezoid as a common side.
See trapezoid. (269)

The measure of the central angle that intercepts
an arc, measured in degrees. (71)

bearing The clockwise measure of the angle
from due north to the path of travel. (316)

Archimedean tiling A regular or semiregular
tessellation. See regular tessellation and
semiregular tessellation. (391)

biconditional statement A statement that includes
both a conditional statement and its converse,
usually written in “if and only if ” form. (254)

area The measure of the size of the interior of a
figure, expressed in square units. (422)

bilateral symmetry Reflectional symmetry with
only one line of symmetry. (3)

arithmetic mean See mean.

bisect To divide into two congruent parts. (31)
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circumcenter

C

B

center (of a circle) The coplanar point from
which all points of the circle are the same
distance. See circle. (69)
center (of a sphere) The point from which all
points on the sphere are the same distance. See
sphere. (524)

A

C

The point of concurrency of a triangle’s three
perpendicular bisectors. (179)

center of gravity The balancing point of an
object. (187)

circumference The perimeter of a circle, which is
the distance around the circle. Also, the curved
path of the circle itself. (335)

central angle

circumscribed (about a circle)
B

S
SPT is a central angle
of circle P.

P

T

Glossary

Point D is the circumcenter
of ABC.

D

ABC is circumscribed
about the circle.
C

A

An angle whose vertex is the center of a circle
and whose sides pass through the endpoints of an
arc. (71)

Having all sides tangent to the circle, such as a
triangle circumscribed about a circle. (86)

centroid

circumscribed (about a polygon)
B

B
Point D is the centroid
of ABC.

D
A

C

A

The point of concurrency of a triangle’s three
medians. (185)
chord
B
Q

 is a chord of circle Q.
AB

A

C

The circle is circumscribed
about ABC.

Passing through each vertex of the polygon, such
as a circle circumscribed about a triangle. (181)
classify and differentiate Defining a term by
categorizing it, then distinguishing it from other
members of the same group, according to chosen
characteristics. (48)

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Circle Terms. (70)

clinometer A tool for measuring an angle of
elevation or depression, consisting of an edge to
sight along, a plumb line, and a protractor. (652)

circle

coincide To lie exactly on top of each other. (3)
Radius

collinear
Center

Circle
A

B

On the same line. (29)
The set of all points in a plane at a given distance
from a given point. (69)
790
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compass A tool used to construct circles. (4)

cone
Vertex

complementary angles

Altitude

1 and 2 are
complementary angles.

1 2

Radius

Radius
Base

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (50)
composition (of transformations) The single
transformation that gives the same image as a
transformation applied to a figure followed by a
second transformation applied to the image of
the first. (383)

Oblique cone

Right cone

A solid consisting of a circle and its interior, a
point not in the plane of the circle, and all points
on line segments connecting that point to points
on the circle. (76, 523)
congruent (angles, line segments, or polygons)
C

X

concave polygon
B

A

Y
D

ABCDE is a concave polygon.

C

A

E

concentric circles

ABC is congruent to XYZ. All corresponding parts are
congruent. For instance, 
AB is congruent to 
XY,
and C is congruent to Z.

Glossary

A polygon with at least one diagonal outside the
polygon. (54)

Identical in shape and size. (31, 40, 55)
conjecture A generalization resulting from
inductive reasoning. (96)

Three concentric circles

consecutive (angles, sides, or vertices of a polygon)
Consecutive E
angles

Circles that share the same center. (71)

Consecutive
vertices

A

D
C

concurrent lines

B

Point of concurrency

1

3

Z

B

Lines 1, 2, and 3
are concurrent.

2

Two or more lines that intersect in a single point.
(178)
conditional proof A proof of a conditional
statement. (679)
conditional statement A statement that can be
expressed in “if-then” form. (569)

Consecutive
sides

Two angles that share a common side, two sides
that share a common vertex, or two vertices that
are the endpoints of one side. Consecutive sides
are also called adjacent sides. (54)
consequent The second or “then” clause of a
conditional statement. (679)
contrapositive The statement formed by
exchanging and negating the antecedent and the
consequent of a conditional statement. (631)
converse The statement formed by exchanging
the antecedent and the consequent of a
conditional statement. (124)
GLOSSARY
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convex polygon A polygon with no diagonal
outside the polygon. See concave polygon. (54)

cyclic quadrilateral

coordinate proof A proof using coordinates of
points in a coordinate system. (736)

A

U

QUAD is a cyclic quadrilateral.

Q

coplanar
D

D
Points D, E, and
F are coplanar.

F

E

In the same plane. (29)

A quadrilateral that can be inscribed in a circle.
(326)
cylinder

corollary A theorem that is the immediate
consequence of another proven theorem. (708)

Altitude

Altitude and Axis
Radius

Axis

corresponding angles

1

Glossary

2

Two angles formed by a transversal intersecting
two lines that lie in the same position relative to
the two lines and the transversal. (128)
cosine (of an acute angle in a right triangle)
B
c

A

b

Bases

1 and 2 are
corresponding
angles.

b
cos A ⫽ _c

Right cylinder

Oblique cylinder

A solid consisting of two congruent, parallel
circles and their interiors, and the segments
having an endpoint on each circle that are parallel
to the segment between the centers of the
circles. (76, 523)

D
dart
C

a

The cosine of A is the ratio of AC to AB.

The ratio of the length of the leg adjacent to the
angle to the length of the hypotenuse. (641)

ACBD is a dart.

D

C
A

B

A concave kite. (298)
decagon A polygon with ten sides. (54)

counterexample An example that shows a
conjecture to be incorrect or a definition to be
inadequate. (47)

deductive argument Support for a conjecture
based on deductive reasoning. (115)

cube A regular polyhedron with six faces. See
hexahedron. (78)

deductive reasoning The process of showing
that certain statements follow logically from
agreed-upon assumptions and proven facts. (114)
deductive system A set of premises and logical
rules used to organize the properties of geometry,
in which each theorem can be proved by deductive
reasoning using only the premises and previous
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theorems, and in which each definition uses only
terms that have been defined previously in the
system. (692)
definition A statement that clarifies or explains
the meaning of a word or phrase. (29)
degree A unit of measure for angles and arcs
1
equivalent to 
360 of a rotation around a circle. (39)
density The ratio of the mass of an object to its
volume. (551)
determine To provide the characteristics
necessary to specify a figure. For example, three
sides determine a triangle; three angles do not
determine a triangle. (86, 170, 696)

direct proof A proof requiring a statement of
premises and the use of valid forms of reasoning to
arrive at a conclusion in the simplest way without
need for any assumptions. (679)
displacement The volume of fluid that rises
above the original fluid line when a solid object is
submerged in the fluid. (551)
dissection The result of dividing a figure into
pieces. (478)
distance (between two points) The length of the
line segment between the two points. (30)
distance (from a point to a line or plane)
P

diagonal


E

The distance from
point P to line  is the

length of PQ.

Q

F
D

DF is a diagonal of DEFG.

Glossary

The length of the perpendicular line segment
from the point to the line or plane. (156)
G

A line segment connecting two nonconsecutive
vertices of a polygon or polyhedron. (54)
diameter

distance (of a translation) The length of the line
segment between a point and its image in a
translation. (368)
dodecagon A polygon with 12 sides. (54)

A
AB is a diameter of circle Q.

dodecahedron

Q
The faces of this dodecahedron
are regular pentagons.

B

A chord of a circle that contains the center, or the
length of that chord. (70)
A polyhedron with 12 faces. (521)

dilation

dual (of a tessellation)
Original
The image is a dilation
of the original triangle.
Image

A nonrigid transformation that enlarges or
reduces a geometric figure by a scale factor
relative to a point. (584)

The new tessellation formed by constructing line
segments between the centers of polygons having
a common edge in a tessellation. (392)
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exterior angle

E

D
C
ACD is an exterior
angle of ABC.

edge The intersection of two faces in a
polyhedron. See polyhedron. (521)
elliptic geometry A deductive system of geometry
in which there are no parallel lines. (743)
endpoint
B
A

A

B

A

B

An angle that forms a linear pair with one of the
interior angles of a polygon. (217)
externally tangent circles Two tangent circles
having centers on opposite sides of their common
tangent. See tangent circles. (313)

A and B are endpoints.

The point at either end of a segment or an arc, or
the first point of a ray. (30)

face A surface of a polyhedron formed by a
polygon and its interior. (521)

equiangular polygon
This octagon is equiangular.

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Polygons. (56)

Glossary

F

flowchart A concept map that shows a step-bystep process. Boxes represent the steps and arrows
connect the boxes to show how they are
sequenced. (237)
flowchart proof

equilateral polygon

E

R

This octagon is equilateral.

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Polygons. (56)
equilateral triangle

C

A
1

2

AR  ER

EC  AC
Given

Given

3

RC  RC
Same segment

C

ABC is an equilateral
triangle.
A
B

4

RCE  RCA
SSS Congruence
Conjecture

You define this term in the Investigation
Triangles. (61)
Euler line The line through three of the four
points of concurrency of a triangle. (191)

5

E  A
CPCTC

Euler segment The line segment on the Euler line
determined by the three points of concurrency of
the triangle. (192)
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fractal

glide reflection

This fractal is
formed by
connecting
midpoints
of the sides
of triangles.

A self-similar geometric figure. See self-similar.
(137)
frustum (of a cone or pyramid)

Footsteps are an example of a glide reflection.

An isometry that is a composition of a
translation and a reflection across a line parallel
to the translation vector. (386)
glide-reflectional symmetry The property that a
figure coincides with its image under a glide
reflection. (386)
golden cut
A

A solid formed by cutting a cone or pyramid
with a plane parallel to the base and removing
the vertex portion. Also called a truncated cone
or truncated pyramid. (467, 619)

function rule A rule that, when applied to one
set of numbers, generates another set of numbers
with at most one output value for each input
value. (102)

AB
___
AX

geometric sequence A pattern in which each term
is generated by multiplying the previous term by a
constant. (580)

AX
⫽ ___
XB

Point X is the

golden cut of AB.

The point that divides a line segment into two
segments so that the ratio of their lengths is the
golden ratio. (602)
golden ratio The ratio of two numbers whose
ratio to each other equals the ratio of their sum
to the larger number. (602)
golden rectangle A rectangle in which the ratio of
the lengths of the sides is the golden ratio. (630)
golden spiral
F

D
H

G
geometric mean The positive number whose
square equals the product of two given positive
numbers. (580)

B

Glossary

function notation A convention for expressing a
function rule in terms of its input. For example,
f(x) is the output of a function f whose input is x.
(103)

X

A

J

C
G

I

E

ABCD is a golden rectangle.
The curve from D to E to
G to J is the beginning
of a golden spiral.

B

A spiral through vertices of nested golden
rectangles. (630)
great circle
Great
circles

The intersection of a sphere with a plane that
passes through its center. (524)
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I

H
height The length of an altitude. See cone,
cylinder, parallelogram, prism, pyramid,
trapezoid, and triangle. (522)

icosahedron

This is a regular
icosahedron.

hemisphere
Center
Radius

A polyhedron with 20 faces. (544)
if-then statement See conditional statement.
Great circle

Half of a sphere and its great circle base. (77, 524)
heptagon A polygon with seven sides. (54)

image The result of moving all points of a figure
according to a transformation. (368)
incenter
C

hexagon

D

The first hexagon
is a regular hexagon.

B

A

Glossary

Point D is the incenter of ABC.

A polygon with six sides. (54)

The point of concurrency of a triangle’s three
angle bisectors. (179)

hexahedron

included angle
C

The second hexahedron
is a regular hexahedron.

 and AC.

A is included by AB
A

A polyhedron with six faces. (544)
horizon line A horizontal line representing eye
level in a perspective drawing, containing one or
two vanishing points, toward which lines from
foreground to background converge. See
one-point perspective and two-point
perspective. (174)
hyperbolic geometry A deductive system of
geometry in which there are infinitely many lines
parallel to a given line through a point not on the
line. (743)
hypotenuse The side opposite the right angle in
a right triangle. See right triangle. (478)
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B

An angle formed between two consecutive sides
of a polygon. (222)
included side
C
 is included by
AB
A and B.
A

B

A side of a polygon between two consecutive
angles. (227)
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incoming angle

inscribed (in a polygon)
B
Outgoing
angle

The circle is inscribed
in ABC.

Path of moving
object
A
Incoming
angle

The angle formed between the path of an
approaching object and the surface from which it
rebounds, such as a billiard ball rolling toward a
cushion or a ray of light traveling toward a
mirror. (41)

C

Intersecting each side of the polygon exactly
once, such as a circle inscribed in a triangle. (181)
intercepted arc
A
B

indirect measurement Finding a distance or
length by using properties of similar triangles or
trigonometry. (618)
indirect proof A proof of a statement that begins
by assuming that the statement is not true and
then shows that this leads to a contradiction. (680)

inscribed angle
C

An arc that lies in the interior of an angle with
endpoints on the sides of the angle. (313)
interior angle An angle of a polygon that lies
inside the polygon. (262)
internally tangent circles Two tangent circles
having centers on the same side of their common
tangent. See tangent circles. (313)
intersection
D

CAR is inscribed in circle O.

O

A
E

R

A

Glossary

inductive reasoning The process of observing
data, recognizing patterns, and making
generalizations about those patterns. (96)


AB
is intercepted
by BOA.

O

B

Point E is the intersection
 and CD.

of AB

C

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles in a Circle. (317)

The point or set of points common to two
geometric figures. (53)

inscribed (in a circle)

inverse cosine, sine, or tangent (of a number)
A function that gives the measure of an acute
angle whose cosine, sine, or tangent is the given
number. (644)

B
ABC is inscribed in the circle.
A

C

inverse (of a conditional statement) The
statement formed by negating the antecedent
and the consequent. (631)

Having each vertex on the circle, such as a
triangle inscribed in a circle. (181)

GLOSSARY
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isometric drawing

K
An isometric drawing of
a prism using isometric
dot paper.

A drawing of a three-dimensional object that
shows three faces in one view. Also called an
edge view. (75)

kite
Nonvertex angles

B

A

C

ABCD is a kite.

Vertex angles
D

isometry A transformation that preserves size
and shape. The image of a figure under an
isometry is congruent to the original figure. Also
called a rigid transformation. See reflection,
rotation, and translation. (368)

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Quadrilaterals. (64)

isosceles trapezoid

lateral edge The intersection of two lateral faces
of a polyhedron. See prism and pyramid. (522)

R
T

TRAP is an isosceles
trapezoid.

L

lateral face A face of a polyhedron other than a
base. See prism and pyramid. (522)

P

Glossary

A

A trapezoid whose two nonparallel sides are
congruent. (183)

Law of Syllogism A type of valid reasoning that
uses “if P then Q” and “if Q then R” to conclude
that “if P then R.” (631)

isosceles triangle
A
Vertex angle

leg (of an isosceles triangle) One of the
congruent sides of an isosceles triangle. See
isosceles triangle. (206)
ABC is an isosceles
triangle.
Legs
Base
angles

B

Law of Contrapositive A type of valid reasoning
that concludes the truth of a statement from the
truth of its contrapositive. (632)

C
Base

You define this term in the Investigation
Triangles. (61)

leg (of a right triangle) One of the perpendicular
sides of a right triangle. See right triangle. (478)
lemma An auxiliary theorem used specifically to
prove other theorems. (716)
line
B
A

 is a line.
AB

An undefined term thought of as a straight,
continuous arrangement of infinitely many points
extending forever in two directions. A line has
length, but no width or thickness, so it is
one-dimensional. (28)
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line of best fit

locus The set of all points that satisfy some given
conditions. (83)
logical argument A set of premises followed by
statements, each of which relies on the premises
or on previous statements, and ending with a
final statement called a conclusion. An argument
is valid if the conclusion has been arrived at
through deductive reasoning. (114)

The line that passes closest to all of a given
collection of points. (107)

M

line of reflection The line over which every
point of a figure is moved by a reflection. See
reflection. (370)

major arc
B
C

line of symmetry



BDC is a major arc.

O
D

A square has four
lines of symmetry.

An arc of a circle that is greater than a semicircle.
(71)

The line of reflection of a figure having
reflectional symmetry. (3)
line segment
B
A

 is a line segment.
AB

Two points and all the points between them that
are collinear with the two points. Also called a
segment. The measure of a line segment is its
length. (30)
linear function A function rule that, when
applied to consecutive whole numbers, generates
a sequence with a constant difference between
consecutive terms. (104)
linear pair (of angles)
1

2

Glossary

mathematical model A mathematical way of
representing a real-world situation, such as a
geometric figure, graph, table, or equation. (108)
mean The number obtained by dividing the sum
of the values in a data set by the number of
values. Often called the average or the arithmetic
mean. (580)
measure (of an angle)
G

136°

P

The measure of GPS is 136°.

S

The smallest amount of rotation about the vertex
from one ray to the other, measured in degrees.
(39)

1 and 2 are a linear
pair of angles.

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (50)
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median

minor arc
B

B

C


AD is the median
of ABC.

D

O



BC is a minor arc.

A
C

A line segment connecting a vertex of a triangle
to the midpoint of the opposite side. (151)
midpoint
M

Modus Ponens The type of valid reasoning
that uses “if P then Q” and the statement P to
conclude that Q must be true. (570)
Modus Tollens The type of valid reasoning that
uses “if P then Q” and the statement “not Q” to
conclude that “not P” must be true. (570)

Point N is the

midpoint of MP.

N

An arc of a circle that is less than a semicircle.
(71)

P

The point on the line segment that is the same
distance from both endpoints. The midpoint
bisects the segment. (31)

Glossary

midsegment (of a trapezoid)
P

T
M


MS is the
midsegment
of TRAP.

S
A

R

The line segment connecting the midpoints of the
two nonparallel sides of the trapezoid. (275)

monohedral tessellation A tessellation that uses
only one shape. See regular tessellation. (389)

N
negation (of a statement) A statement that is
false if the original statement is true, and true if
the original statement is false. The negation can
usually be made by adding or removing the word
not to the statement. (570)
net

midsegment (of a triangle)
B
M
A


MS is a
midsegment
of ABC.

This net folds into a cube.

A two-dimensional pattern that can be folded to
form a three-dimensional figure. (78)

S
C

A line segment connecting the midpoints of two
sides of the triangle. (151)
minimal path The path of shortest length. (318)

network A collection of points connected by
paths. (108)
n-gon A polygon with n sides. (259)
nonagon A polygon with nine sides. (54)
nonrigid transformation A transformation that
does not preserve the size of the original figure,
such as a dilation by a scale factor other than zero
or one. (368)
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nonvertex angle (of a kite) An angle formed by
two noncongruent sides. See kite. (268)

one-point perspective
Vanishing point

nth term The number that a function rule
generates as output for a counting number n. (102)

Horizon line

A rectangular prism
as seen in one-point
perspective.

numerical name See vertex arrangement.

O
oblique (cone, cylinder, prism) A cone or cylinder
in which the axis is not perpendicular to the
base(s), or a prism in which the lateral edges are
not perpendicular to the bases. See cone, cylinder,
and prism. (522, 523)

A perspective drawing that uses one vanishing
point. (175)
opposite angle or side (in a triangle)
A

obtuse angle

B

A
ABC is an obtuse
angle.
B

C

The angle that does not contain a given side, or
the side that is not a side of a given angle. (61)

C

opposite leg (of an acute angle in a right triangle)

Glossary

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (49)

L

obtuse triangle
A

A is the angle
opposite 
BC, and

BC is the side
opposite A.


KL is the side
opposite J.

B
If A or B or C
is an obtuse angle,
 ABC is an obtuse
triangle.
C

J

K

The side of the triangle that is not a side of the
angle. (640)

You define this term in the Investigation
Triangles. (60)

opposite sides (of a quadrilateral) Two sides that
do not share a vertex. (117)

octagon A polygon with eight sides. (54)

ordered pair rule A rule that describes how to
transform points on a coordinate plane. For
example, the ordered pair rule (x, y) → (x  h,
y  k) describes a translation horizontally by
h units and vertically by k units. (63)

octahedron
The first
octahedron
is a regular
octahedron.

ordinate The y-coordinate in an ordered pair
(x, y), measuring vertical distance from the x-axis
on a coordinate plane. (672)

An polyhedron with eight faces. (544)
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orthocenter

parallel (planes or figures)

B

1
Point D is the orthocenter
of ABC.

D
A

C

The point of concurrency of a triangle’s three
altitudes (or of the lines containing the altitudes).
(179)

2

Planes are parallel if they do not intersect. Figures
are parallel if they lie in parallel planes. (80)
parallelogram
K

orthographic drawing

L
JKLM is a
parallelogram.

J

Top

M

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Quadrilaterals. (65)

Top

parent function The most basic form of a
function. (676)

Front
Right side

Front

Right side

A drawing of the top, front, and right side views
of a solid. (555)

Glossary

1 and 2 are
parallel planes.

outgoing angle The angle formed between the
path of a rebounding object and the surface it
collided with, such as a billiard ball bouncing off
a cushion or a ray of light reflecting off a mirror.
See incoming angle. (41)

P
parabola See quadratic equation.
paragraph proof A logical explanation presented
in the form of a paragraph. (201)
parallel (lines, line segments, or rays)

pentagon
P

H

L

O

R
A

E

E

T

PLATE and HOMER
are both pentagons.
HOMER is a regular
pentagon.

M

A polygon with five sides. (54)
perimeter The length of the boundary of a
two-dimensional figure. For a polygon, the
perimeter is the sum of the lengths of its sides. (55)
period (of a function) The horizontal distance
after which the graph of the function starts
repeating itself. (674)
periodic Repeating at regular intervals. (674)
perpendicular (lines, line segments, or rays)

Lines i and j are parallel.


Lines k and  are
perpendicular.

j
i

Lines are parallel if they lie in the same plane and
do not intersect. Line segments or rays are
parallel if they lie on parallel lines. (48)
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point symmetry

perpendicular bisector


A

O

B

180

Line  is the
perpendicular

bisector of AB.

A line that divides a line segment into two
congruent parts and is perpendicular to the line
segment. (149)
perspective A technique of portraying solid
objects and spatial relationships on a flat surface
by drawing objects smaller as they recede into
the distance. See one-point perspective and
two-point perspective. (174)
pi () The ratio of the circumference of a circle
to its diameter. (335)
plane
 is a plane.

The property that a figure coincides with itself
under a rotation of 180°. Also called two-fold
rotational symmetry. (371)
point of tangency The point of intersection of a
tangent line and a circle. See tangent line. (70)
polygon
The triangle and
pentagon are
examples of polygons.

Side
Vertex

A closed figure in a plane, formed by connecting
line segments endpoint to endpoint with each
segment intersecting exactly two others. (54)
polyhedron
Face

Edge

Face

Glossary



This figure has
point symmetry.

An undefined term thought of as a flat surface
that extends infinitely along its edges. A plane has
length and width but no thickness, so it is twodimensional. (28)
Vertex

Platonic solids The five regular polyhedrons. See
dodecahedron, hexahedron, icosahedron,
octahedron, and tetrahedron. (544)

A solid formed by polygonal surfaces that enclose
a single region of space. (521)

point

postulates A collection of simple and useful
statements about geometry accepted without
proof. (692)

P

P is a point.

An undefined term thought of as a location with
no size or dimension. It is the most basic building
block of geometry. In a two-dimensional
coordinate system, a point’s location is represented
by an ordered pair of numbers (x, y). (28)

premises (of a deductive system) A set of
accepted facts, including undefined terms,
definitions, properties of algebra and equality,
and postulates, used to organize the properties
of the system and to prove further conclusions.
(569)

point of concurrency The point at which two or
more lines, line segments, or rays intersect. See
concurrent lines. (178)
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prism

Pythagorean Theorem
Altitude
Altitude
b2

Bases
Lateral edge

b

a2 a

a2 ⫹ b 2 ⫽ c 2

c

Lateral face
Right pentagonal
prism

A polyhedron with two congruent, parallel bases
connected by lateral faces that are parallelograms.
(76, 522)
probability The likelihood of a particular
outcome, expressed as the ratio of the number of
successful outcomes to the number of possible
outcomes. (88)
proportion A statement of equality between two
ratios. (214, 578)
protractor

The relationship among the lengths of the sides
of a right triangle that the sum of the squares of
the lengths of the legs equals the square of the
length of the hypotenuse. (478)
Pythagorean triple Three positive integers with
the property that the sum of the squares of two of
the integers equals the square of the third. (484)

Q
quadrilateral

80

40

0

170 180

10
20

160

30

A tool used to measure the size of an angle in
degrees. (39)
pyramid
Vertex
Altitude
Lateral
face

Lateral
edge
Lateral
face
Base

Trapezoidal pyramid

QUAD is a quadrilateral.

Q

0
14

0 10
20
30
180 170 1
40
60 1
50
14
0

70

A

U

90 100
110
12
90 8
0
0
0 7
0
13
01
0
1
0
1
0
5
60
0
2
1
5
0
0
3
1

60

0
15

Glossary

c2

Oblique triangular
prism

Hexagonal pyramid

A polyhedron consisting of a polygon base and
triangular lateral faces that share a common
vertex. (77, 522)

D

A polygon with four sides. (54)
quadratic equation An equation of the form
ax2  bx  c  0 where a, b, and c are constants.
The graph of the quadratic function y  ax2 
bx  c is called a parabola. The point where a
parabola intersects its line of symmetry is called
its vertex. (440)

R
radius
r

r

Segment r is a
radius.

A line segment from the center of a circle or
sphere to a point on the circle or sphere. Also, the
length of that line segment. (69)
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ratio An expression that compares two quantities
by division. (88)

reflectional symmetry The property that a
figure coincides with itself under a reflection.
Also called line symmetry or mirror symmetry. (3)

ray
reflex measure (of an angle)

Endpoint

A

G


AB is a ray.

B

A point on a line, and all the points of the line
that lie on one side of this point. (32)
rectangle

136°

P

224°

The reflex measure
of GPS is 224°.

S

E

R
C

RECT is a rectangle.

The largest amount of rotation less than 360°
about the vertex from one ray to the other,
measured in degrees. (39)
regular hexagon A polygon with six congruent
sides and angles that can be constructed using a
single compass setting. See hexagon. (11)

T

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Quadrilaterals. (65)

recursive rule A rule that uses the previous
term(s) of a sequence to find the current term.
(137)

This octagon is a
regular polygon.

Glossary

rectangular numbers Numbers that can be
represented by a rectangular array of dots or
squares. (111)

regular polygon

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Polygons. (56)
regular polyhedron

reflection
Original

Image
The image is a
reflection of
the original
figure across the
line of reflection.

Line of reflection

An isometry in which every point and its image
are on opposite sides and the same distance from
a fixed line. (370)

A polyhedron whose faces are enclosed by
congruent regular polygons, which meet at all
vertices in exactly the same way. (521)
regular tessellation
Equilateral triangles,
squares, or regular
hexagons form
regular tessellations.

A tessellation of congruent regular polygons.
(390)
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remote interior angles (of a triangle)
D

Adjacent
interior angle

C

Exterior
angle

A

A and B
are the remote
interior angles
of exterior
angle ACD.

rigid transformation See isometry.
rotation
Image

The image is a
rotation of the
original figure
about the center
of rotation.

B
Remote interior angles

Interior angles of the triangle that do not share a
vertex with a given exterior angle. (217)

a



b

Center of
rotation

Original

resultant vector


r is the resultant
vector of 
a and 
b.

r


The result of adding two vectors. Also called a
vector sum. (283)

An isometry in which each point is moved by the
same angle measure in the same direction along a
circular path about a fixed point. (369)
rotational symmetry The property that a figure
coincides with itself under some rotation. If the
360

angle of rotation is 
n degrees for some positive
integer n, the symmetry is called n-fold rotational
symmetry. (3)

rhombus

Glossary

B

S

C
ABCD is a rhombus.

A

D

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Quadrilaterals. (65)

scale factor The ratio of corresponding lengths
in similar figures. (585)
scalene triangle
C

right (cone, cylinder, or prism) A cone or
cylinder in which the axis is perpendicular to the
base(s), or a prism in which the lateral edges are
perpendicular to the bases. See cone, cylinder,
and prism. (522, 523)

ABC is a scalene triangle.

B
A

right angle
A

ABC is a right angle.

C

You define this term in the Investigation
Triangles. (61)
secant

B

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (49)

B

A
O

right triangle


AB is a secant of
circle O.

C
ABC is a right triangle.
A

B

You define this term in the Investigation
Triangles. (60)
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section The intersection of a solid and a plane.
(79)

semiregular tessellation
This semiregular
tessellation,
formed by regular
octagons and
squares, has
a vertex
arrangement
of 4.8.8.

sector of a circle
The shaded region bounded

 OB,
 and AB
by OA,
is a
sector of circle O.

O

A

B

The region between two radii and an arc of the
circle. (362)

A tessellation of two or more different kinds of
regular polygons that meet in the same order at
each vertex. (390)
side (of a polygon) A line segment connecting consecutive vertices of the polygon. See polygon. (54)

segment See line segment.
segment addition A property that states if A, B,
and C are collinear and B is between A and C,
then AB  BC  AC. (46)
segment bisector

n
A
O

Sierpiński triangle A fractal based on
recursively removing the interior of the triangle
formed by connecting the midpoints of the sides
of a triangle. See fractal. (137)
similar (figures, polygons, or solids)

m
N

A line, ray, or segment that passes through the
midpoint of a line segment in a plane. (149)
segment of a circle

A

S

R

Glossary

B

Lines , m, and n
bisect 
AB.

side (of an angle) One of the two rays that form
the angle. See angle. (38)

C
O

A

P
E

O
B

AB
The shaded region between 

and AB
is a segment of circle O.

The region between a chord and an arc of the
circle. (453)
self-similar The property that a figure is similar
to part of itself. (137)

___ ⫽ OR
___ ⫽ RN
___ ⫽ NC
___ .
CORN is similar to PEAS if and only if CO
PE
EA
AS
SP

Identical in shape but not necessarily in size. Two
figures are similar if and only if all corresponding
angles are congruent and lengths of all corresponding
sides, edges, or other one-dimensional measures
are proportional. (496, 583, 614)
sine (of an acute angle in a right triangle)

semicircle

B

P
c
A

O

D

a
sin A ⫽ _c

a



APD is a semicircle.
A

b

C

The sine of A is the ratio of BC to AB.

An arc of a circle whose endpoints are the
endpoints of a diameter. (71)

The ratio of the length of the leg opposite the
angle to the length of the hypotenuse. (641)
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skew lines

solid of revolution

The solid is formed
by a revolution of
the triangle.

m
Lines  and
m are skew.



Lines that are not in the same plane and do not
intersect. (48)

A solid formed by rotating a two-dimensional
figure about a line. (86)
space An undefined term thought of as the set
of all points. Space extends infinitely in all
directions, so it is three-dimensional. (75)

slant height
Slant height
Height
h

The length  is
the slant height
of a lateral face.



sphere
Center
Radius

Glossary

The height of each triangular lateral face of a
pyramid. (463)
slope In a two-dimensional coordinate system,
the ratio of the vertical change to the horizontal
change between two points on a line. (138)

The set of all points in space at a given distance
from a given point. (77, 524)

slope triangle

spherical geometry A model of elliptic geometry
which applies to lines and angles on a sphere. (743)

y

y1

square

(x 2, y2)

y2

(x1, y1)

C
rise
y2 ⫺ y1

The triangle
formed by the
line, rise, and
run is a slope
triangle.

run
x 2 ⫺ x1

D
ABCD is a square.
B
A

x1

x2

x

A right triangle used to find the slope of a line.
The hypotenuse of a slope triangle is the segment
between two points on the line and its legs are
parallel to the coordinate axes. (135)
solid A three-dimensional geometric figure that
completely encloses a region of space. See cone,
cylinder, hemisphere, polyhedron, prism,
pyramid, and sphere. (75)

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Quadrilaterals. (65)
straightedge A tool used to construct lines, rays,
and line segments. (4)
supplementary angles

2
1

⬔1 and ⬔2 are
supplementary angles.

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (50)
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surface area The sum of the areas of all the
surfaces of a solid. (461)
symmetry The property that a figure coincides
with itself under an isometry. (3)

tangent segment
N

A

E

T

G

tangent (of an acute angle in a right triangle)
B
c

A

a

a
tan A ⫽ _b



AN and GN
are tangent
segments
from point
N to circle E.

A line segment that lies on a tangent line with
one endpoint at the point of tangency. (511)
tangential velocity The speed of an object at a
point as it moves around the circumference of a
circle. (353)

C

b

The tangent of A is the ratio of BC to AC.

tessellation

The ratio of the length of the leg opposite the
angle to the length of the leg adjacent to the
angle. (70)
tangent circles

B

PQ

Glossary

A

A repeating pattern of shapes that completely
cover a plane without overlaps or gaps. (20, 389)
tetrahedron

Circles A and B are externally tangent.
Circles P and Q are internally tangent.

Circles that are tangent to the same line at the
same point. They can be internally tangent or
externally tangent. (313)

This is a regular
tetrahedron.

A polyhedron with four faces. (521)
theorem A conjecture that has been proved
within a deductive system. (496)

tangent line

D

Q


CD is a tangent of circle Q.

C

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Circle Terms. (311)

tiling See tessellation.
transformation A rule that assigns to each point
of a figure another point in the plane, called its
image. See dilation, reflection, rotation, and
translation. (368)
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translation

triangular numbers Numbers that can be
represented by a triangular array of dots or
squares. (111)

Image
The image is a translation
of the original triangle by
the translation vector.

Original

Translation
vector

trigonometry The study of the relationships
between the measures of sides and angles of
triangles. See cosine, sine, and tangent. (640)
truncated (cone or pyramid) See frustum.

An isometry in which each point is moved by the
same translation vector. (368)
translation vector A directed line segment from a
point to its translated image. See translation.
(368)

two-column proof A form of proof in which
each statement in the argument is written in the
left column, and the reason for each statement is
written directly across from it in the right
column. (679)
two-point perspective

transversal

Vanishing points



m

Line  is a
transversal.

Horizon line

Glossary

n
A rectangular prism as seen in two-point perspective.

A line that intersects two or more other coplanar
lines. (128)

A perspective drawing that uses two vanishing
points. (176)

trapezoid

U

Pair of base angles
A

B
ABCD is a
trapezoid.

Bases

D

C

Pair of base angles

You define this term in the Investigation Special
Quadrilaterals. (64)

undecagon A polygon with 11 sides. (54)
undefined term In a deductive system, terms
whose general meaning is assumed and whose
characteristics are understood only from the
postulates or axioms that use them. See line,
plane, point, and space. (693)
unit circle

triangle

(0, 1)

A

B

ABC is a triangle.

(–1, 0)

(0, 0)

(1, 0)

C

A polygon with three sides. (54)

(0, –1)

A circle on the coordinate plane with center (0, 0)
and radius 1 unit. (689)
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vertex angles (of a kite) The angles between the
pairs of congruent sides. See kite. (268)

V
valid reasoning An argument that reaches its
conclusion through accepted forms of reasoning.
(569)
vanishing point A point at the horizon line
toward which parallel lines converge in a
perspective drawing. See one-point perspective
and two-point perspective. (174)
vector A quantity that has both magnitude and
direction. A vector is represented by an arrow
whose length and direction represent the
magnitude and direction of the vector. (282)
vector sum See resultant vector.

vertex arrangement A notation that uses
positive integers and other symbols to describe
the arrangement of regular polygons about
vertices of a semiregular tessellation. Also called
the numerical name. (390)
vertical angles

1 2

1 and 2 are
vertical angles.

You define this term in the Investigation Defining
Angles. (50)
volume A measure of the amount of space
contained in a solid, expressed in cubic units. (520)

Venn diagram
Parallelograms

W
Rhombuses

Squares

Rectangles

Glossary

work The measure of force applied over distance,
calculated as the product of the force and the
distance. (500)
A Venn diagram showing the relationships among
some quadrilaterals.

A concept map of overlapping circles or ovals
that shows the relationships among members of
different sets. (83)
vertex A point of intersection of two or more
rays or line segments in a geometric figure. The
plural of vertex is vertices. See angle, polygon, and
polyhedron. (38, 54, 521)
vertex angle (of an isosceles triangle) The angle
between the two congruent sides. See isosceles
triangle. (206)

Y
y-intercept The y-coordinate of the point at
which a line or a curve crosses the y-axis. (287)

Z
zero-product property The property of equality
that if the product of two or more factors is zero,
at least one of the factors is zero. (440)
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Table of Symbols

AB

line AB

ABC

triangle ABC


AB

ray AB

ABCD…


AB

line segment AB

polygon with consecutive
vertices A, B, C, D,…


AB or mAB

length of line segment AB

A

circle with center at point A

A

angle A

pi, approximately equal to 3.14

ABC

angle with vertex at point B



AB

mA

measure of angle A

°

degree(s)



is equal to



is approximately equal to



is not equal to

Glossary

?

measure of arc AB
measure of major arc ABC

(a, b)

ordered pair with
x-coordinate a and
y-coordinate b

a, b

vector with horizontal
component a and vertical
component b



is this equal to?



is greater than

A


vector A



is less than

A



image of point A resulting
from a transformation

is congruent to



is similar to



a
 or a : b
b
P→Q

is parallel to



is perpendicular to
j

j is parallel to k

k
j

j is perpendicular to k

k
B
A

C

 is congruent to CD

AB
D

A

A is congruent to B
B

812


mAB

mABC

arc AB

GLOSSARY

ratio of a to b
if P then Q

P

not P



therefore

sin

sine

cos

cosine

tan

tangent

sin1

inverse sine

cos1

inverse cosine

tan1

inverse tangent

a


nonnegative square root of a

|a|

absolute value of a

